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‘In favour of nature…’

That was the heading above a piece I 
wrote for Natuurbehoud magazine back 
in 1997, at the time of the referendum 
regarding IJburg. Natuurmonumenten is 
now, as it was then, not against residen-
tial construction. It is against residential 
construction that needlessly disrupts the 
natural balance. In favour of nature, that 
is still what Natuurmonumenten stands 
for. And what Amsterdam now stands 
for too!
Fortunately, the balance has been resto-
red in IJburg. In this publication, you can 
read all about it.

After the decision that project IJburg 
would be launched, Frans Evers, at that 
time the director of Natuurmonumen-
ten, took the initiative to open the con-
versation with Amsterdam. After all, if it 
was going to happen, we should make 
the best of it. The atmosphere between 
Projectbureau IJburg and Natuurmo-
numenten was initially rather cool. We 
started off simply by taking walks in na-
ture, as a method of relational therapy.

The Province of Noord-Holland acted as 
an intermediary, and the three groups 
established the Natuurontwikkelings-
fonds IJmeer (IJmeer Nature Develop-
ment Fund). Amsterdam then came up 
with the motto of ‘IJburg – A guest in 
nature’. This marked the beginning of a 
close collaboration with a group of solid 
people who, together, have realised fan-
tastic things. In and around the IJmeer, 
beautiful nature projects have been 
established.
The plants and animals that benefit from 
these projects, and therefore now have 
much better future prospects, were our 
focus then and are still our focus now. In 
addition, the options for enjoying them 
have increased as well, with a number of 
bird-watching posts as well as routes for 
hiking, biking, canoeing and ice-skating. 
The results are worth the effort to see.
I wish you a lot of enjoyment reading 
and watching!
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IJburg is a much-discussed new quarter of Amsterdam situated in the IJmeer, a lake 

on the eastern side of the city. The design consists of seven artificial sand islands 

that will be developed in two construction phases. The first phase has been comple-

ted and consists of Steigereiland, Haveneiland and the Rieteilanden. Currently, sand 

is being sprayed up to raise the terrain for Centrumeiland, which is actually part of 

the second construction phase. The three remaining islands will only be realised 

when the economic tide, the housing market and government financing allows it. 

Finally, the plan is for IJburg to consist of a maximum of 18,000 residences. 

After that, there are no plans for further expansion.

1.

The construction of IJburg did not run 

entirely smoothly. In particular, defen-

ders of nature had great objections to 

the plans, because the IJmeer is known 

as an extremely valuable resting ground 

and foraging area for water birds. 

Natuurmonumenten also regarded the 

plans with a heavy heart and emerged 

as a fierce opponent.  After months of 

intense discussions, which were fought 

out hard via the mass media, proponents 

and opponents met in a referendum 

that was won by the municipality. The 

municipality could thus move forward 

with the plans, but after such a Pyrrhic 

victory, Amsterdam felt morally obliged 

to take into account as much as possible 

the concerns of the opponents in the 

development of the plans.

The developers promised that IJburg 

would be ‘a guest in nature’. Natuur-

monumenten, still recovering from the 

wounds of the battle, entered into dis-

cussions with the municipality to set up a 

nature development fund, which would 

be dedicated to the realisation of extra 

nature development in and around the 

IJmeer. With support from the Province 

of Noord-Holland, the fund became a re-

ality in 1998. This tripartite collaboration 

was the first of its kind.

Why this book? 

The Natuurontwikkelingsfonds IJmeer 

(IJmeer Nature Development Fund, here-

after the NOF-IJmeer) was closed in the 

summer of 2014. A good time to make up 

the balance, but is it also a good reason 

to devote a book to it? Yes it is. What 

is more, it is a story that has to be told. 

The fund worked so well, and achieved 

such wonderful results, that it is nearly 

a must-read for the professional world 

of policy makers, ecologists, defenders 

of nature, city architects and urban and 

regional planners—not as an exhausting 

research or a manual, but for inspiration 

and, perhaps, to learn something.

INTRODUCTION
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Igor Roovers .  IJburg Project Manager, Municipality of Amsterdam

‘I saw the nature development fund as the opportunity to finally have nature and the city 
accomplish something together. The citizens of Amsterdam would then no longer have to 
go to the Veluwe to find wilderness, because there is wilderness nearby. The fund became 
a success, but I must admit that cynicism and discouragement sometimes got the better of 
me over the years. Fortunately, the team members called me to task on that and were able 
to motivate me again. When the crisis hit and the building of IJburg stagnated, the nature 
construction continued, so nature caught up with the city as it were, and with gorgeous 
results. I’m proud of the result and the people with whom I have worked.’

2.
Looking out over the water from the dyke at Durgerdam in the early 1990s, you 

could see the historical landscape of the Zuiderzee through your eyelashes. On the 

left was the island of Pampus, where heavily laden ships from the Dutch East India 

Company once waited for a ship’s camel to bring them across the shallow waters 

to Amsterdam. Straight ahead lay the Diemerzeedijk, one of the world’s oldest sea 

dykes. Centuries ago, the citizens of Amsterdam went there to stroll along the sea 

shore or take a trip to Muiden. Rembrandt came there to draw, and later, Nescio and 

Jac. P. Thijsse would get their inspiration from the floating birds, the light and the 

beauty of the view.

To avoid misunderstandings, whoever 

stood on the dyke in 1996 had to have 

a rich imagination in order to relive that 

past. At that time, the VOC had long 

been replaced by barges, the space was 

split up by high-tension lines, a break-

water, the A10 ring road and the artifi-

cial Zeeburgereiland. In the 1960s, the 

Diemerzeedijk had become a big toxic 

waste dump. Only the water birds still 

found – to some extent – food and rest 

there.

Construction plans in the IJmeer

Construction plans for this part of the IJ-

meer date all the way back to the 1960s, 

but one plan after another failed. It was 

only in 1994 when designs come off the 

drawing board that generated more 

enthusiasm from the municipality of Am-

sterdam. IJburg, a plan for 18 thousand 

residences on seven new islands, got 

approval from the city council in 1996. 

Why did people want to build there? The 

on-going population growth and the 

poignant housing shortage, especially 

for middle incomes and families, were 

the most important motivations. The 

municipality, however, had great diffi-

culty in finding new expansion locations. 

Industry on the west side and Schiphol 

on the south side hampered expansion 

in those directions. Building in Waterland 

was not feasible. A plan was launched 

for building above the ring road, but 

that did not appear to be very realistic. 

Amsterdam only saw possibilities in de 

east: the IJmeer.

Objections of defenders of nature

The plan stuck in the craw of defenders 

of nature. With Natuurmonumenten 

as the most important representative, 

they pointed out that IJburg threatened 

to violate the national nature policy in 

two ways. Firstly, the Ecological frame-

work(Ecologische Hoofdstructuur) runs 

along the eastern side of Amsterdam. 

For animals that live along the shores 

and in the marshes, the connection be-

tween Vechtstreek and Waterland was 

especially vulnerable in this area.

The old IJmeer dyke, which in fact 

dead-ends at Zeeburgereiland forms the 

narrow spine of that connection. IJburg 

could mean the fatal stab for the already 

ramshackle route.

AN EVENTFUL 
HISTORY
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10 years of IJburg! 
The construction of IJburg is a technical achievement in itself. In the mid-1990s, the first 
test island was raised, in order to be able to experiment with various settling methods. 
In the end, the ‘pancake’ method was chosen, in which the sand is sprayed layer by 
layer. In 2009, on the occasion of the 10 year anniversary of IJburg, the municipality of 
Amsterdam made the documentary ‘IJburg Rewind’, which extensively addresses the 
technical background of the island. 
This film can be seen on the AT5 website.

http://www.at5.nl/embed/at5player.swf?e=10985


Jaap Bond . Representative of the Province of Noord-Holland

‘In my spare time, I’m a fervent hiker, and I love walking the route along the southern 
IJmeer coast. I think it’s phenomenal how the nature development fund has been able to 
combine the ruggedness of the wilderness with recreational uses. That way, nature comes 
closer to people, and I think that’s of great importance. As a province, you always have a 
rather thankless role in this kind of project. We are often the invisible partner behind the 
screen: as supplier of an appropriate regional plan (people and frogs do not keep to muni-
cipal boundaries), money, and initially as a bridge-builder between the conflicting parties. 
It’s satisfying to have been able to play that role.’

Obligatory nature compensation
The decision to build IJburg was connected to the obligation to compensate for the loss of 
natural value in the nearby surroundings of the new city quarter. This obligation emanates 
from the so-called ROM-IJmeer covenant between the municipality, the central govern-
ment and the province. The ROM phenomenon (Ruimtelijke Ordening en Milieu - Spatial 
Planning and the Environment) was introduced in the Fourth Report for Spatial Planning 
(1991). The report pointed out a number of ‘ROM areas’ with special challenges for the 
co-existence of spatial development and the environment. For the ROM-IJmeer area, it 
was about balancing city development and safeguarding nature and landscape. In the 
covenant it was agreed, among other things, to reserve more than 13 million euros for the 
construction of compensatory nature in and around the IJmeer. This will be addressed in 
chapter 4.

Secondly, the new residential area was 

planned right next to an area that was 

nominated as an European nature reser-

ve. The IJmeer provides a winter home 

to internationally important numbers 

of water birds, who found a large lake 

in the IJmeer that remains practically 

ice-free in winter, thanks to which their 

favourite foods (zebra mussels, smelt 

or water plants) were still available. The 

IJmeer is therefore an essential link for 

these animals in the string of large fresh-

water lakes in Europe.

Referendum battle

The opponents demanded a corrective 

referendum in order to repeal the deci-

sion of the city council. In this process, 

a battle for the voter emerged that was 

completely unique in the world of urban 

and regional planning. The municipality 

of Amsterdam and Vereniging Natuur-

monumenten, both powerful organisa-

tions, stood up against each other for 

months with hard-hitting, professional 

campaigns. There were billboards, in-

formation evenings, newspaper adver-

tisements, advertisements on television 

– broadcasters like AT5 and RTL even 

hosted live debates that were very 

intense.

The referendum took place on 19 March 

1997, and was only barely won by the 

municipality. The voters against IJburg 

had the majority by percentage, but the 

number of voters was too low to be a 

representative reflection of the popu-

lation of Amsterdam. IJburg was going 

to arise. It was a big blow in the face of 

defenders of nature, and in particular 

their leader, Natuurmonumenten.

Opponents open the conversation

However, the opponents of IJburg had 

clearly made their point, and Amsterdam 

felt obligated to do something about it. 

On the other side, Natuurmonumenten 

knew that a hostile attitude would not 

contribute to progress for nature in the 

IJmeer. What is more, there was now 

the political will to meet the defenders 

of nature halfway, and the design team 

for IJburg had already shown an affinity 

for ecological design principles.

Once the smoke of the referendum had 

cleared, Natuurmonumenten and the 

municipality of Amsterdam picked up 

the phone, discussing the possibility 

of resuming talks, with the Province of 

Noord-Holland as a mediator. Initially, 

the atmosphere was icy and uncomforta-

ble, but during the walks in the Natuur-

monumenten estate in ’s Graveland, it 

turned out that the former enemies had 

common ground regarding many things. 

Most importantly, everyone agreed that 

the obligatory nature compensation of 

the ROM-IJmeer covenant was only a 

start.

Compensation did not sound very ent-

husing. Would it not be possible to turn 

things around? Could the construction of 

IJburg perhaps even turn out to be a net 

profit for nature? It was a daring stake, 

but the three parties decided to take on 

the challenge. On 26 November 1998, 

they established the NOF-IJmeer, with a 

starting capital of 15 million guilders.
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Organic decay of the IJmeer
In the 1990s, multiple studies showed that the quality of the IJmeer had been steadily 
deteriorating for quite some time. The cause of this lay in the combination of too much 
drifting sludge, the ‘dead’ banks (steep and hard), increasingly less clean sediment coming 
from the Utrechtse Heuvelrug and – still – the aftermath of the construction of the 
Afsluitdijk, the enclosing dyke that turned the Zuiderzee into a freshwater lake. Due to 
these reasons, the IJmeer-Markermeer system offered an increasingly less hospitable 
habitat for water plants, zebra mussels and smelt. As a result of the decreased food supply, 
water birds, including tufted ducks, pochards, golden eyes and smews, were increasingly 
abandoning the place. Marsh birds were also lacking, because inland foraging areas and 
shore zones could hardly be found.

That was the ecological starting point when the plans for IJburg lay on the drawing board. 
According to the fundamentalists among the opponents, the arrival of IJburg could only 
worsen the situation, both in terms of landscape and ecologically. The realists mourned 
the effects on the landscape just as much, but they saw opportunities for – in the wake of 
this megaproject – bringing together money and commitment and to turn the ecological 
tide of the IJmeer for the better, with options for visitors to enjoy the new beauty of natu-
re, so that the city-dwellers would also pay more attention to the IJmeer. A better way to 
protect nature is hardly imaginable.

3.
After the creation of the NOF-IJmeer, the following question immediately arose: 

Excellent, but what exactly are we going to create, and how are we going to ap-

proach it? At the time, Remco Daalder had already been involved as urban ecologist 

in the development of IJburg, and he still recalls very well how the new partners 

felt about it. ‘Our philosophy was that we did not want to introduce any new nature 

values, but wanted to give the already present nature a push in the back. In order 

to achieve this, we followed two tracks. First of all, we wanted to strengthen the 

ecological main structure that runs around the IJmeer. In addition to this, we saw 

opportunities to make the IJmeer even more attractive as a hub for the internatio-

nal flight traffic of water birds. In other words: around the lake and in the lake.’

even there, it was clear that the IJmeer 

found itself in a negative spiral in terms 

of aquatic ecology (see text box). In 

particular, the drifting sludge was a big 

problem. It prevented the growth of 

zebra mussels and water plants, which 

are able to attach a bit of sludge.

Due to this, the sludge increased even 

more, and there was even less food for 

water birds.

In order to turn this situation around, 

rigorous measures are needed on the 

level of the entire IJmeer-Markermeer. 

That is a higher level than the limited 

scope and resources of the NOF-IJmeer, 

but the fund was nonetheless able to 

realise a couple of projects that focused 

specifically on the water quality and food 

supply. And with success, because these 

small-scale experiments now serve as an 

example for the future approach for the 

larger IJmeer-Markermeer system.

Setting up projects together

By following these two paths, Natuur-

monumenten, Amsterdam and the 

province began their fledgling colla-

boration in 1998. According to Natuur-

monumenten, this was a national and 

possibly even world-wide first. Francine 

Hijmans van den Bergh: ‘Governments 

and nature defence organisations often 

sit together at one table, with a role for 

us as advisor, lobbyist or opponent. But 

as far as I know, never before as equal 

project developers. We were thus ex-

ploring unknown terrain. What helped, 

Ecological main structure

This branch of the national ecological 

main structure runs from the Vecht-

streek across the old sea dykes to 

Waterland. The route connects nature 

areas for animals that cannot swim or fly 

long distances, such as small mammals, 

amphibians, some butterfly species and 

the grass snake. By linking the areas via 

green routes, one large nature area is 

created, so that animals can build up 

large and healthy populations.

To serve this purpose, the NOF-IJmeer 

came up with various projects to make 

this route more interesting for animals and 

to reduce barriers. In the end, the projects 

had to lead to a Western Arc—an ecological 

route across the Diemerzeedijk, along the 

Zeeburgereiland to the shore of Waterland.

The desired Eastern Arc awaits the comple-

tion of IJburg’s second phase. The eastern 

heads of the last three islands can be 

reached by swimming marsh animals, which 

can rest there and then swim on to Water-

land. IJburg thus becomes a stepping stone 

in the ecological main structure.

Better water quality

As early as the 1990s, so before IJburg was 

IJmeer NATURE DEVELOPMENT 
FUND (NOF-IJMEER)
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City and nature poles apart?
The initial design of IJburg departed from classic poldering, in which the area would force 
itself into the IJmeer like a foreign body. Fortunately, Amsterdam tossed that plan into 
the waste bin and, in 1996, the Rotterdam designer Frits Palmboom came up with the 
establishment of sprayed islands, glistening shores, waterways and bays, in which city and 
nature could relate to each other intelligently. The idea of IJburg as a ‘guest in nature’ was 
created in this period.

That was partly thanks to the influence of landscape architect Dirk Sijmons, who later 
became the governmental advisor for landscape. His right-hand, Yttje Feddes, would 
also become an important advisor in the years thereafter for NOF-IJmeer. Dirk Sijmons 
wanted IJburg to become a firm hand outstretched to nature – not in the form of pathetic 
little nature projects that would be spread in a ‘thin homeopathic layer’ across the design, 
but a robust integration of wetlands and city. He believed fervently in the achievability of 
such integration. ‘There is no more original landscape in the Netherlands. Everything is 
constructed, modified or cultivated; our country is an artwork that is never finished.’ Is 
there room in such an artwork for nature? According to Sijmons, that is certainly the case. 
In a recent interview in the Volkskrant, he pled for seeing human intervention as a force 
of nature that acts on the earth. Looking at it that way, the opposition between nature 
and human society is a phantom opposition, and city and nature are not opposing poles. 
Having said that, it is a fact that many environmental problems primarily result from the 
ever-growing cities. Logically, we have to look in these same cities for solutions. For those 
solutions, IJburg turns out to have been an interesting test garden.

however, is that immediately, right from 

the beginning, there was mutual respect. 

We had an understanding of nature, 

they had an understanding  of planning 

processes.’

There was even more that worked to 

their advantage: the chemistry between 

the people in the team. Ed van der Ham 

from the Amsterdam-Noord city district 

division: ‘Everyone with project expe-

rience knows that a great deal can go 

wrong on that level. But it was simply 

a lot of fun to work in the NOF-IJmeer 

team, perhaps because there were no 

hardliners or ego trippers, but solid, 

flexible people with their heart in the 

right place. The mutual trust was a big 

thing.’

Lean and mean organising

The three NOF-IJmeer partners mutually 

arranged that each partner got project 

leadership over one or more nature 

projects that they had come up with 

together. In order to bring speed to the 

projects, the Fund tried to make the 

organisation as flat as possible. This was 

possible because NOF-IJmeer was for-

mally not a municipal project, but only a 

financial participation in a public-private 

initiative. Project manager Igor Roovers: 

‘As such, we didn’t have to run permis-

sion for every move past the mayor and 

aldermen or the city council, and could 

get to work quickly. Sometimes, that 

threatened to slow down, with everyone 

starting to write things over and over. I 

intervened once, and locked the repre-

sentatives of the municipality, Natuur-

monumenten and the province in one 

room. They had to stay there until they 

cleared everything off the table.’

According to urban ecologist Remco 

Daalder, it was a good recipe to put 

everyone together in one space.  ‘We 

discovered that it was crucial for urban 

designers and ecologists to sit together 

in one room. With each question from a 

designer, we could immediately gather 

around the drawing board, and the eco-

logists helped with tips, examples from 

elsewhere or even ready-made analyses.’ 

It also sometimes happened that an 

urban ecologist briefly withdrew from 

that alignment. In his book, Van Eiburg 

tot IJburg (2012), former urban ecologist 
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https://youtu.be/ulA4neqxqFA


Remco Daalder .  Urban ecologist, Municipality of Amsterdam

‘Being an urban ecologist, I had a natural ambivalence about IJburg. I was terrified that 
the construction would mean the death stab for this quiet corner of the IJmeer. But later, I 
primarily saw opportunities to give the deteriorating quality of the IJmeer a boost. It was 
fascinating to see how eagerly nature took possession of the newly constructed places. 
The result, I think, is so good that we should market it internationally, as an archetypical 
example of how you can sustainably develop a delta.’

Martin Melchers tells how he drove to 

IJburg of his own volition, had a chat 

with a crane operator, and had him take 

a couple of unplanned bites out of the 

nice, straight shoreline – to the mild grief 

of some urban designers at home.

Into a higher gear

The NOF-IJmeer team was hard at work 

from the start in 1998, but when the 

covenant expired in 2009, this came as 

a shock. Teo Wams, Director of Nature 

Management at Natuurmonumenten, 

remembers it well. ‘We became impa-

tient, because after ten years, the fund 

had not delivered a single tangible pro-

ject. Were we just going to keep talking, 

or were we actually going to do things?’ 

Natuurmonumenten was on the verge of 

pulling the plug out of the fund. Accor-

ding to the IJburg project manager, they 

did have a point: ‘As a municipality, we 

were used to always coming to a project 

via advisory agencies and master plans, 

with a decision by mayor and aldermen 

after every intermediate step. But that 

naturally takes forever. Therefore, we 

decided at the eleventh hour to scrap 

all those detours. Since then, we meet 

today in order to look at where we can 

put a shovel in the ground tomorrow.’

The Province of Noord-Holland also hel-

ped the NOF-IJmeer to speed up.

Representative Jaap Bond: ‘Initially, we 

had to be present as a neutral media-

tor and referee, but when the former 

fighting cocks appeared to be working 

in good harmony, the province didn’t 

need to hold their hands any longer. We 

then proposed distancing ourselves a bit 

more from the fund, so that they could 

get things done more quickly with just 

the two of them.’

Starting in 2010, there was indeed 

progress in the projects. When the first 

projects were delivered, there was even 

a flywheel effect, because partners like 

Rijkswaterstaat (Department of Water-

ways and Public Works), Staatsbosbe-

heer (Forestry Commission) and neigh-

bouring municipalities started to believe 

in the fund. The NOF-IJmeer earned a 

good name, and more and more doors 

were opened.

Good financial management

When the NOF-IJmeer was established, 

all the three parties contributed 5 million 

guilders to the fund. A nice amount, but 

a generous 7 million euros is not that 

much money for financing nature pro-

jects, certainly not if the years of prepa-

ration also have to be financed from it.

It turned out to be a smart choice to 

have the money managed by Natuurmo-

numenten. They had a lot of experience 

with the management of private assets 

and immediately placed the money in 

relatively safe investments. Francine Hij-

mans van den Bergh: ‘The returns on our 

investments turned out to be sufficient 

to cover the planning costs, and even a 

bit of the execution.’

In addition to this, the fund was able to 

make handy use of multipliers by seeking 

co-financing for each investment, for 

example from the central government 

and the province. Municipal project 

manager Marcel Haak was able to get 

the most out of this every time: ‘In such 

projects, you have to have someone 

who enjoys finding sources everywhere 

and then not letting go of them.’
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Southern IJmeer Coast (2013)
What: 800 metres long shelter dam for the   
 Ballast bay, a creek in the headlands,   
 reed belts
For:  broad range of reed and water birds,   
 stoneworts, marsh woodlands, fish,   
 reptiles, bats, visitors (canoeing, biking,  
 hiking)

Save the Grass Snake (2006)
What:  establishing marsh zones and breeding  
 areas
For:  grass snake

Bovendiep Ecological Connection Zone (2012)
What:  modifying banks, belts of shore and   
 water-reed marshlands
For:  reed and marsh birds, grass snake, 
 water shrew, natterjack toad

Zeeburgereiland Eco zone (2014)
What:  modifying banks, belts of shore and   
 water-reed marshlands 
For:  reed and marsh birds, grass snake, 
 water shrew, natterjack toad

From IJ to Gouw
What:  20 small and larger projects, varying   
 from toad pools to eco passages, walls,  
 wintering grounds, hedges and natural  
 shores
For:  reptiles, butterflies, kingfisher, 
 amphibians, mice, visitors (canoeing,   
 bicycling, hiking)

IJdoorn Polder (2014)
What:  buy-out farmers, selective mowing, 
 more natural drainage, screening   
 against foxes
For:  waders, ducks and geese, godwits and  
 other grassland birds, marsh marigolds,  
 bees, grass snake, visitors (hiking)

Nature Island (2012)
What:  spraying sand island (2 hectares) with  
 rough, rubble foreshore 
 (against visitors)
For:  diverse birds, including tern, blue throat  
 and warbler

Hoeckelingsdam (2005)
What:  sand dam of 1600 x 100 metres, shelter  
 area between dam and dyke
For:  diverse water birds, ducks, terns and gulls

Mussel beds (2008)
What:  28 hectares of stony substrate on the   
 bottom for the growth of zebra mussels
For:  zebra mussels, various duck species, coot

Re-development of the Diemer Pentagon (2010)
What:  dig shallow water areas, made partly   
 inaccessible to visitors
For:  grass snakes and frogs

Diemerpark and Amsterdam-Rijnkanaal (2001)
What:  remediation of former chemical dumping  
 ground, realisation of Diemerpark and  
 establishment of an ecological 
 connection zone
For:  broad spectrum from grass snakes to   
 visitors

IJburg Eastern Shore 2nd phase
What:  rugged natural lay-out of the eastern   
 heads of the three islands
For:  stepping stone for swimming animals   
 between the southern IJmeer coast and  
 Waterland
Project after 2025

Kinselmeer 
What:  ecological water management, move   
 camping and sewage, make partially 
 inaccessible
For:  water birds and fish
Project scrapped

Deep sludge capture sinks
What: suction of deep sinks in the water soil
For:  water plants and fish 
 (capture sludge from the water)
Project scrapped

Overview of  

Nature Development projects NOF-IJmeerprojectS

NOF-IJmeer projects 
(not executed)

Obligatory nature compensation 
ROM-IJmeer covenant
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Ed van der Ham . Project leader, city works Amsterdam-Noord

‘I was born and raised in the north of Amsterdam and was always surrounded by green. 
Because of that, I feel very involved in the range of From IJ to Gouw projects of the fund. 
Within the city district division, it was sometimes difficult to overcome resistance from 
people and departments. Perhaps I took the projects a bit too much to heart, because that 
took a heavy toll. Fortunately, there were a lot of heart-warming moments as well, like 
the party with allotment gardeners during the opening of a toad pool, or the magnificent 
sub-project for the Extended Zunderdorper Die, which I enjoy enormously when sailing a 
whisper boat or when ice-skating.’

4.
The NOF-IJmeer followed two tracks at the same time. The first was the strengthe-

ning of the ecological main structure around the IJmeer, the second was making 

the IJmeer itself more attractive. In particular, there needed to be better places for 

water and reed birds, grass snakes and amphibians to rest and breed, to migrate 

and forage. With that goal in mind, a varied program was executed, focused on the 

creation of versatile shore zones with gradual land-water transitions, the bringing 

to life of the underwater world and the construction of marshland areas. It is time 

to take the reader along on an imaginary walk along the nine projects.

Ballast bay. This created, overnight, an 

isolated piece of marsh woodlands with 

a rich range of shore environments. In 

the shallow parts, the reed belts have 

begun to grow: a habitat for bittern, 

water rail, bearded tit and blue throat. It 

also proved to be a fine living and spaw-

ning area for bitterling, natterjack toad 

and spined loach. The banks are now 

important for grass snakes, water shrew 

and pond bats.

The southern IJmeer coast has not only 

become a strong link in the ecological 

main structure, but also an exciting 

lagoon for hikers, bikers and a solitary 

canoe paddler to enjoy. The latter aspect 

was also important. The neighbouring 

municipality of Muiden at first felt over-

whelmed by this project in its back yard, 

but became a supporter when it appea-

red that the project also had advantages 

for recreation.

The Diemer Pentagon

To the northwest of Ballast bay, a stran-

ge peninsula pokes into the IJmeer like a 

fat wart. The Diemer Pentagon is actual-

ly a dredging depot from the 1960s that 

spontaneously became a willow marsh 

and where hundreds of grass snakes and 

thousands of frogs find refuge. In this 

valuable area, shallow water areas have 

been dug, and the western part is ringed 

by a hiking path for visitors. The eastern 

part is made less accessible in order to 

let the flora and fauna thrive undistur-

bedly.

On sultry summer evenings, the primeval 

croaking of the frogs can be heard for 

kilometres around.

Save the Grass Snake

The Zuiderzee dykes were ideal travel 

paths for the grass snake, but closer 

to Amsterdam, the populations were 

threatened to fall apart. There was also 

Southern IJmeer coast

The hike begins on the southern bank of 

the IJmeer, to the west of Muiden, whe-

re Projectbureau IJburg has constructed 

a kilometre-long shelter dam just off the 

coast, with NOF-IJmeer and Rijkswa-

terstaat as co-financers. This created 15 

hectares of calm water, where the water 

could slowly become clear and attrac-

tive for stoneworts. Water birds like 

grebes, red-crested pochards, cormo-

rants, spoonbills, smews and goldeneyes 

quickly gathered here; even a kingfisher 

was spotted.

An exciting part of the project was the 

digging of a creek in the headlands at 

4. A WALK ALONG 
THE PROJECTS
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Project southern IJmeer coast and Diemer Pentagon



a fear that with the remediation of the 

chemical dump on the Diemerzeedijk, 

the habitat of the grass snake would be 

sanitised away. Therefore, a ‘Save the 

Grass Snake’ promotion was created, in 

which at dozens of places around IJburg, 

marsh zones and breeding grounds, tra-

vel and living areas were examined. The 

emphasis of the program lay on saving 

the grass snake during and after the 

soil sanitisation of the Diemerzeedijk. 

The animals were removed by hand and 

given temporary shelter in the marsh 

zones along the Amsterdam-Rijnkanaal.

In the meantime, as much ecological 

know-how as possible was applied to 

the lay-out of the Diemerpark, on top of 

the closing dome of the poison belt. The 

park was transformed into a sloping and 

Natuurproject EHS IJmeer ROM-
IJmeer

NOF-
IJmeer

Diemerpark and ARK zone (2001) X 

Hoeckelingsdam (2005) X X

Save the grass snake (2006) X X

Mussel beds (2008) X X

Diemer Pentagon (2010) X X

Eco zone Bovendiep (2012) X X

Nature Island (2012) X X

Southern IJmeer coast (2013) X X X

From IJ to Gouw (2013) X X

Polder IJdoorn (2014) X X

Eco zone Zeeburgereiland (2014) X X

Eastern shore IJburg (future) X X

Kinselmeer (cancelled) X -

Deep sludge capture sinks (cancelled) X -

rugged savannah of 90 hectares, with a 

number of places where the grass snake 

could thrive. The fear that the grass sna-

ke would disappear fortunately turned 

out to be unfounded. The area currently 

has one of the largest populations of 

grass snakes in north-western Europe.

Bovendiep Ecological Connection Zone 

and Zeeburgereiland Eco zone 

The grass snake should preferably be 

able to reach its family in Waterland. 

Therefore, NOF-IJmeer launched an 

ambitious project to realise a belt of 18 

hectares of shore and water-reed mars-

hes between the Diemepark and the 

Oranjesluizen. This green ‘western arc’ 

is as much as 50 metres wide in some 

places and offers protection to reed and 

marsh birds, grass snakes, water shrew 

and natterjack toads. 

A comment on the table:
A lot of nature has been created around 
IJburg between 2001 and 2014, not only by 
the NOF-IJmeer, but also as a result of the 
obligatory nature compensation (ROM). 
The table indicates whether this nature was 
aimed primarily at reinforcing the ecological 
framework or the IJmeer.
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Project ‘Save the grass snake’

Project Ecological Connection Zone Bovendiep and 
Eco Zone Zeeburgereiland



Francine Hijmans van den Bergh  
Deputy Regional Director, Natuurmonumenten

‘The stamina and determination of Natuurmonumenten were important factors for the fulfil-
ment of our task as the NOF-IJmeer team. Unhindered by elections and changes of the watch, 
Natuurmonumenten functioned as a stable factor and collective memory. I quite enjoyed 
trampling down the door at Projectbureau IJburg. The fact that plants and animals profit from 
all the efforts is a crown on the work. For the future, I see a role for us during the design and 
the possible construction of the second phase of IJburg. We will certainly guard the ability of 
the heads of the three islands to function as stepping stones for nature.’

From IJ to Gouw

The Western Arc then threatened to 

run ashore on the banks of Amster-

dam-Noord. NOF-IJmeer came up with 

more than 20 smaller projects in order 

to pull the ecological route deeper 

inland. The projects included a number 

of measures such as the construction of 

ecological ditch banks, passages along 

culverts and bridges, wetland areas, 

kingfisher walls, salamander walls, 

amphibian pools and a butterfly garden. 

This was a great pleasure for allotment 

gardeners, who can really appreciate 

such things. Aside from the allotment 

gardeners, these projects primarily 

benefit vulnerable species such as the 

grass snake, water shrew and root vole, 

although the grass snake has not yet 

showed up a lot. This may be due to the 

fact that a better landing for the Wes-

tern Arc on the north bank was originally 

intended. Rijkswaterstaat was supposed 

to spare no expense and come up with 

foreshores at Blauwe Hooft and at the 

mouth of the Zeeburger tunnel. When 

the Rutte I cabinet drastically cut the 

investment program for the Ecological 

main structure, these two projects un-

fortunately perished as well.

From IJ to Gouw was incidentally able to 

make the very best combination of na-

ture and light recreation such as canoes 

and whisper boats, hiking (boot paths), 

cycling and swimming. There was even 

The project was more difficult than ex-

pected. There were technical challenges, 

such as the current and waves caused 

by shipping, but also planning compli-

cations, such as the presence of a large 

camping ground. For a while, the plans 

for the Bovendiep seemed to stagnate 

completely. It was simply too complex, 

too expensive, too big. Because the 

Bovendiep was an important link in the 

connection – and as such determined 

the strength of the chain – the NOF-IJ-

meer team did not want to give up. 

All available thinking power, also from 

outside the team, was mobilised in one 

workshop. That proved to be the soluti-

on. The project was significantly cut back 

and, as a result, became manageable 

again. A change of project leadership 

also refreshed the spirits. The last works 

were completed in the course of 2014, 

and the prospects for the Western Arc 

are good.
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Projects ‘From IJ to Gouw’ and Polder IJdoorn



Marcel Haak . Project secretary/manager, municipality of Amsterdam

‘I was successively involved as manager and project secretary for the nature development 
fund. It was great to work on it. That may be because green has such a cuddly nature, and 
the team of people was so unbelievably wonderful to work with. A real eye-opener for me 
was to see how much nature you can make so close to the city. We also had good laughs, 
by the way. For the opening of the Hoeckelings Dam, I arranged an old-fashioned chips 
stand. The administrative bigwigs were walking around the empty sand area, foraging 
from the bags of chips in their hands. It could have been a scene in an Alex van Warmer-
dam movie.’

a nature playground for children. The 

Schellingwouder shore park project is 

also worth mentioning. This formerly va-

gue and unsightly rough area got an at-

tractive make-over by Amsterdam-Noord 

with the construction of an adventurous 

walking path with pull ferries, pools, 

bank modifications, wintering grounds 

for grass snakes and beautiful Zeeland 

hedges.

IJdoorn Polder

Our hike around the IJmeer ends in 

the IJdoorn polder. The history of this 

ancient polder is still clearly visible, in the 

creeks in the peat moor and the pattern 

of ditches, dating back to the Middle 

Ages when peat was still being cut there. 

The NOF-IJmeer was not initially in-

tended for buying out farmers, but in or-

der to make full use of the potential na-

ture value, the departure of the last two 

agricultural enterprises was crucial. The 

NOF-IJmeer board scratched their heads 

and decided to do it anyway. The most 

important key to success was the fact 

that the buyout operation also improved 

the future prospects for the departing 

farmers. Thanks to a sophisticated plot 

exchange, both parties benefitted, and 

everyone was happy in the end.

Natuurmonumenten then got to work. 

The water management was optimised 

for nature with weirs and pumps. In 

addition, the polder was made more 

open by mowing the reeds and removing 

shrubbery on the edges. A cattle grid 

was installed to keep foxes out, and the 

structure of dams and fences was mo-

dified. All in all, the flooded outer dyke 

part became much more attractive for 

water birds, and the dry part a lot more 

attractive for grassland birds.

After ten years of preparation, the 

polder was officially re-opened in June 

2014, with the famous British biologist 

Redmond O’Hanlon in attendance. 

Seen from the hiking path and the 

new bird-watching post, a fantastic, 

100-hectare tableau now presents itself. 

In spring, you see thousands of marsh 

marigolds in full bloom. It is a paradise 

for bumble bees and honey bees, for 

avocets, root voles, waders and ducks. 

In springtime, sometimes thousands of 

godwits pause here on their journey to 

their breeding grounds.

We climb up the dyke at the IJdoorn 

polder. Before us lies not only the IJburg 

residential area, but also three succes-

sful nature projects in the IJmeer.
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Polder IJdoorn 
The versatile nature of this old polder of creeks, marsh woodlands, reed lands, ponds and 
fields makes this a beautiful nature area on the edge of Amsterdam.
Now that Natuurmonumenten can manage the whole area, everything is done to make it 
more suitable for all kinds of plants, animals and especially birds. The godwits and curlews 
take possession of the fields of the polder, and many migrating birds such as the spoonbills 
come to the marshy area after their long journey from Africa to find food. The hiker can 
take a short walk in the middle of the polder to a new bird-watching post, with a spec-
tacular view over the many birds of the polder. According to British biologist Redmond 
O’Hanlon, this is one of the most beautiful nature reserves that he knows: ‘The biodiversi-
ty is enormous here. You see that it was made with a lot of love and attention.’
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Nature Island

When the sand for the IJburg islands was 

sprayed, the new sand plates turned out 

to be extraordinarily popular with birds. 

It was a short-lived pleasure, because 

the islands would be turned into residen-

tial areas within a few years. Therefore, 

the developers of IJburg came up with 

the idea of spraying an extra island de-

signated for birds. Originally, the munici-

pal project manager, Igor Roovers, saw 

no benefit in this. ‘When the ecologists 

came up with the idea, I objected at first. 

But the idea lingered with me, and later 

I got on board as well.’ The opportuni-

ty presented itself when the old long 

Hoeckelings Dam

With the construction of IJburg’s first 

phase, a piece of sheltered sleeping 

ground for water birds was lost. Part 

of the obligatory nature compensation 

(ROM-IJmeer) consisted of the creation 

of a sand dam off the coast of Waterland 

that created a new shelter area between 

the coast and the dam. The Hoeckelings 

Dam was completed in 2005 and has the 

imposing size of 1,600 metres long and 

100 metres wide. It turned out to be a 

winning shot, because the island became 

a paradise for birds. Immediately after it 

was laid, spectacular numbers of terns 

and gulls arrived, including the rare 

black-headed gull. In winter, thousands 

of widgeons, tufted ducks and other 

water birds breed there. Volunteers 

from the Vogelwerkgroep (Bird Group) 

Amsterdam remove the willow shoots 

every winter to maintain the dam as a 

breeding grounds.

The Hoeckelings Dam is located within 

swimming distance of the coast of 

Durgerdam. The fear arose that visitors 

would take possession of the virgin 

sands. Urban ecologist Remco Daalder: 

‘We initially worried a lot about the chan-

ce of disruptions by swimmers from the 

nearby camping area on the Kinselmeer. 

Therefore, Staatsbosbeheer (Forestry 

Commission) placed ‘Entry Forbidden’ 

signs, but these were soon hanging insi-

de the caravans. Now we think: Well, you 

lose some, but it’s still ninety percent 

pure profit!’

breakwater between IJburg and the 

sea-lane had to be cut in two for nautical 

reasons. It was decided to dump the 

sand from the excavators right behind 

the breakwater, so that a 2-hectare 

island was created. The elongated island 

got a foreshore of raw rubble, so that 

pleasure boats would leave it out of their 

heads to moor there. The island became 

an oasis for blue throats and warblers, 

and is waiting for the first colony of 

terns.

 

Mussel beds

Zebra mussels are a staple food for 

many water birds, and they are also able 

to make the water clearer. With the 

spraying of IJburg, it was unfortunately 

unavoidable that many zebra mussels 

would perish under the sand. Therefore, 

the zoning plan included large amounts 

of stony material to be dumped (up 

to 132 hectares) in the shallow waters 

between IJburg and the breakwater. 

The carpet of grit that has been laid up 

till now is already a great success. The 

zebra mussel achieves seven times as 

much density on this substrate than on 

the muddy bottom of the IJmeer, so that 

the initial loss of mussels has been more 

than made up for, much to the delight 

of the tufted duck, scaup, pochard and 

coot. This approach had, as far as we 

know, never been used anywhere else in 

the world.
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Projects Nature Island, Mussel beds and 
Hoeckelingsdam



 

After 15 years of NOF-IJmeer, the key question is of course: was it worth the effort? 

Those who track all the intentions of NOF-IJmeer have to note that perhaps not 

everything worked out. The grand approach of the Kinselmeer ultimately had to 

capitulate as a result of stubborn resistance from the camping guests. The deep 

sinks in the IJmeer, which were to collect drifting sludge, were scrapped because 

the effectiveness of them was doubted. The Western Arc still has to prove its suc-

cess, and the Eastern Arc is not yet fully completed.

Combination of city and nature

Even so, friend and enemy have to admit 

that most of the nature measures in and 

around IJburg have been resounding 

successes, which all in all have not cost 

that much money and have created 

win-win situations for city dwellers and 

nature. Ecologists who mapped the 

area before and after the construction 

of IJburg have noted that nature has 

miraculously recovered from the inter-

vention, and is now even more healthy 

than it was before. This applies, for 

example, to the water quality, with an 

increase in stoneworts and water plants, 

a significant increase in the number of 

zebra mussels and an impressive spec-

trum of water, reed and grassland birds, 

small mammals, grass snakes and other 

reptiles.

A letter from the European Commission 

reveals amazement at the report that 

the Diemerpark had undergone a meta-

morphosis from chemical dump to one 

of the most mammal-rich places in all of 

the Netherlands. The Commission even 

went so far as to call the developments 

in the IJmeer as the principle example of 

combining city and nature. Urban eco-

logist Remco Daalder can become quite 

lyrical about this. ‘In this area, an IJburg 

resident can draw open the curtains in 

the morning and stand eye-to-eye with 

five hundred cormorants. What do you 

make of something like that?’ NOF-IJ-

meer partner, Natuurmonumenten, is 

also happy with the results. Francine 

Hijmans van den Bergh: ‘Some time ago, 

Igor Roovers, the project manager of 

IJburg, and I were discussing this, and 

we drew the most satisfaction from 

the fact that everyone had developed a 

great sense for nature – not purely as a 

bad joke about a zebra mussel, not as an 

obligation, but as a real part of a sustai-

nable city.’

5.A RICH HARVEST
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The Hoeckelings Dam is a 
paradise for ducks, terns, 
widgeons, gulls, and even 
the rare black-headed gull.

On the artificial soil sub-
strate, zebra mussels 
reach a density seven 
times as high as in the mud 
of the IJmeer.

The green Western Arc 
offers protection to reed 
and marsh birds, grass 
snake, water shrew and 
natterjack toads.

The nature island has 
become an oasis for the 
blue throat and warbler. It 
waits for the first colony 
of terns.

From IJ to Gouw projects 
like the Black Gouw are 
a charming mix of water 
storage and shore marsh 
for grass snakes and 
amphibians.

On the Diemer Pentagon, 
hundreds of grass snakes 
and thousands of frogs 
find shelter.

The IJdoorn Polder: a 
100-hectare tableau full of 
grassland flowers, insects, 
avocets, root voles and 
thousands of godwits.

The grass snake is a sen-
sitive indicator species. 
The grass snake is thriving 
around IJburg, which indi-
cates things are also going 
well for other marshland 
animals.

Waterways at IJburg are 
sometimes completely 
overgrown with pond-
weed and coarse horn-
wort. An ideal habitat for 
tench and pike, which love 
clear water.

The water on the southern 
IJmeer coast is becoming 
clearer. We see stoneworts 
and fish, grebes, red-cre-
sted pochards, cormorants, 
spoonbills, smews and 
goldeneyes. 

Due to the strong water 
currents, water plants 
have unfortunately gain-
ed no ground behind the 
Hoeckelings Dam. We still 
need to come up with a 
solution for this.

In the reed belts on Ballast 
Bay, bittern, water rail, 
bearded tit and blue throat 
thrive, next to a variety of 
freshwater fish.



6.
Why did the NOF-IJmeer work so well? It is not the result of self-promotion of the 

fund, because it was primarily such hard work that in the meantime, bragging about 

performances was forgotten. The biggest success factor was probably the sparkling 

combination of motivated, friendly, modest and expert people, who were in the 

fortunate circumstance that they could all make decisions in one very small team, 

where over all those years, no one from outside could dip into the till. In addition, 

some things naturally went wrong, and we have to see whether we can learn from 

both successes and mistakes.

The fund as a masterstroke

If an amount of 15 million guilders was 

put into a government fund in 1998, then 

it would have been very possible that 

little would have come from it, because 

politics has again and again been proven 

an unreliable partner for environmental 

and nature issues. Therefore, it was a 

brilliant idea to place the money in a 

fund, which was also going to be mana-

ged by an assertive nature club. Natuur-

monumenten proved to be an exemplary 

treasurer that parked the money in safe 

investments. Over those fifteen years, 

Necessary project machine

In addition to good intentions, money 

and people of good will, there also has 

to be something like a ‘professional 

project machine’ that has experience 

in making plans and planning, making 

planning decisions and outsourcing 

technical work. In this case, the staff 

of Projectbureau IJburg fulfilled that 

role with verve. They also showed to 

have the skills to draw on all kinds of 

supplementary sources (multipliers) and 

subsidies, so that each investment by 

the fund was paired with co-financing by 

others. That project machine worked like 

a charm. That was primarily the result of 

the short decision lines. IJburg project 

manager Igor Roovers can still become 

nostalgic about that: ‘We didn’t have to 

go for each intermediate step or decisi-

on through official tests, aldermen or the 

council. For each proposal, there was an 

answer and money within a week.’

Good storytellers

According to urban ecologist Remco 

Daalder, the close collaboration bet-

ween the municipality of Amsterdam, 

Natuurmonumenten and the province 

also had something to do with the kind 

of people in the team. ‘Normally, we sit 

in project groups with technicians who 

know everything, or the fundamentalist 

street fighters who defend a concept to 

death, or people with a certain formal 

status. In my experience, that usually 

leads to stagnating rounds of meetings 

in which any form of creativity is lacking. 

Fortunately, the NOF-IJmeer included 

primarily people who were strong in 

communication, flexible and above 

all good storytellers. That last part is 

essential, because you have to be able to 

visualize your fantasy, sell your idea, or 

just sketch an attractive picture in which 

everyone can recognize themselves.’

Sit until you’re done

In the average planning process, in 

which various parties and interests 

have to come together in a project, it 

is common for each party separately to 

first put on paper their own wishes and 

only the return on investments proved 

to be enough to cover the planning costs 

and a part of the execution costs. Repre-

sentative Jaap Bond is rightly impressed: 

‘The great thing about such funds is 

that continuity is guaranteed. You don’t 

have to invest your energy in repetitive 

rear-guard fighting, planning cycles and 

rounds of austerity; you can devote all 

your attention to the execution. For 

large projects like Groene Uitweg in het 

Groene Hart, we therefore work with a 

separate fund.’

LESSONS LEARNED
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OERRR! 
For NOF-IJmeer, it was of course enormously important that the residents of IJburg could 
also discover and learn to appreciate the nature around them. In the spring of 2014, a big 
public event was organised by Natuurmonumenten. This could be linked very nicely to 
the OERRR concept, in which attention is primarily paid to nature discovery for children. 
IJburg is now a child-rich part of the city. With visits from foresters to all elementary 
schools, debates with children and a closing party for all children and their parents, IJburg 
is fully involved in discovering and experiencing nature.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_xU3zr6BY0


drawing board. It is almost impossible to 

be more integrated.

Involve the neighbours

‘An aspect that didn’t always go well was 

involving the neighbours in time’, project 

manager Marcel Haak admits. ‘In our en-

thusiasm, we forgot that some plans lay 

in the territory of Diemen and Muiden. 

It seemed obvious to us that they would 

embrace such terrific plans, but we ini-

tially met scepticism about the “nature 

lovers in our backyard”.’ The Municipali-

ty of Muiden initially felt overwhelmed, 

and that led to a lot of wrangling. After 

that, it took the greatest effort to find a 

win-win situation that could entice the 

neighbouring municipality. The lesson 

that NOF-IJmeer learned from that is 

that they should have mapped earlier 

exactly what the interests and wishes 

are for indirectly-involved partners such 

as farmers, a campground, neighbou-

ring municipalities, Staatsbosbeheer or 

Rijkswaterstaat.

Handling disruptions intelligently

Nature and recreation have always 

found themselves on slightly bad terms 

with each other, an issue that NOF-IJ-

meer also sometimes struggled with. Of-

ten, it turned out to be possible to think 

of simple physical barriers which elimina-

ted the chance of disruption. The rough 

rubble (fore-) shores proved to do their 

work outstandingly; no visitors wanted 

to risk his boat, or ankles, to be dama-

ged there. But sometimes, such physical 

barriers proved to be no hindrance at 

all. When the newly-constructed Hoec-

kelings Dam lay virginally glistening in 

the sun, the fear of an invasion of sun-

bathers set in. Urban ecologist Remco 

Daalder just shrugged at this: ‘Well, in 

five years there will be so much bird shit 

here that no beach visitors will want to 

come….’

The weakest link

Maintenence management is the 

weakest link. That might be the biggest 

lesson from fifteen years of NOF-IJmeer. 

Most of the nature projects around 

IJburg demand a certain management 

effort to maintain the optimal natural va-

lue. Partners such as Rijkswaterstaat and 

Staatsbosbeheer had no problem with 

NOF-IJmeer realising interesting nature 

projects on their territory, but they saw 

no benefit for themselves in managing 

them. Teo Wams, director of nature ma-

nagement for Natuurmonumenten, finds 

that disappointing.

‘You do something valuable for the eco-

logical frameworkand then you get an 

indifferent reaction from the managers. 

We even offered to take over the area 

from them, but they didn’t want that 

either.’ Time will tell. Fortunately, a lot 

of volunteers have turned up over the 

years to pitch in. Their enthusiasm and 

perseverance is contagious and hope-gi-

ving for the future.

 

requirements, or even complete plans. 

An understandable approach, but this 

method can make it more difficult to 

come to a project that is truly integral in 

every aspect. According to project mana-

ger Igor Roovers, the NOF-IJmeer team 

also sometimes got caught in that trap. 

In serious cases, he locked the parties 

involved in one room without any pa-

perwork: ‘I asked them to stop throwing 

plans at each other, but just to talk as 

long as needed, until they were done.’

That one room principle was a recurring 

theme for NOF-IJmeer. The urban plan-

ning designers for IJburg and the urban 

ecologists also sat down in one room. 

As such, it was no longer necessary to 

bombard each other with memos and 

other written documents, since they 

were actually designing together at the 
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http://youtu.be/yyI7F-xKIUU
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Robbert Hijdra (manager public affairs, Natuurmonumenten)

Marcel Haak (project manager, Municipality of Amsterdam)

Igor Roovers (project manager IJburg, Municipality of Amsterdam)

Remco Daalder (urban ecologist, Municipality of Amsterdam)

Ed van der Ham (project leader city works, Amsterdam-Noord)

Jaap Bond (representative, Province of Noord-Holland)
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Reports

Stad en natuur rond het IJmeer – ontwikkelingsvisie (1997)
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Brochures

Water en landmaken IJburg, Gemeente Amsterdam (1998)

Het Diemerpark, Gemeente Amsterdam (1999)

De afronding van IJburg, Gemeente Amsterdam (2009)

Natuurprojecten rond IJburg, Gemeente Amsterdam (2013)

Documents
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Articles

IJburg: te gast in de natuur, in vakblad Groen (2010)
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In 1997, the construction of IJburg was disputed and it became the subject of an 

Amsterdam referendum. After fierce discussions, the decision was made: the 

construction of IJburg could take effect, with an obligatory package of nature 

compensation.

For Natuurmonumenten, the Municipality of Amsterdam and the Province of Noord-

Holland, this was not enough. They deposited extra money in a special fund, with 

which, over the course of 15 years, dozens of projects have been carried out between 

Waterland and the shores at Muiden. It now turns out that nature has miraculously 

recovered, and for the greatest part is even healthier than before. The unique 

approach of the NOF-IJmeer received recognition as a testing ground for the entire 

IJmeer-Markermeer.


